
Shade for 
vertical surfaces

www.weinor.com

The Aruba vertical awnings can be fitted effortlessly 
to window, balcony and conservatory fronts

weinor Aruba window awnings
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Loads of fantastic variations 
for all types of window

The window awnings in the Aruba series provide the 
ideal protection from onlookers and glare – for attractive
lighting at workplaces, dining tables or protection for 
your furniture. The versatile vertical awning is available
for windows, balconies and conservatories. With magnifi-
cent frame colours and fabrics on offer, you can colour

coordinate your façade just the way you like it.

weinor Aruba window awnings

As they are available in various 
shapes, Aruba awnings are well 

suited to shading balconies as 
well as windows and glass fronts.

Choose from the numerous design options and give your façade 

an interesting look with an Aruba!
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Your weinor dealer will be happy to 
advise you on which Aruba is the

best solution for your building.

weinor awnings with 
a big choice of colours

Choose from 47 standard
frame colours, 8 scratch-
resistant and robust trendy
conservatory colours 
(5% surcharge) as well as
another 200 special RAL
colours for your awning.

Matching designs:
wonderful fabrics

Combine the wide range 
of frame colours with over
140 exquisite fabric patterns
from weinor’s “moments”
fabric collection. You could,
for example, use the same
colour as the house façade
for the awning and its fabric.weinor acrylic fabrics, with their

high quality workmanship and 
tear-resistance, are noted for their
exceptionally long lives. Special
finishing processes also make them
particularly UV resistant. Use of 
the latest nanotechnology gives
weinor’s fabrics exceptional dirt-
and water-repellent properties



weinor Aruba awning versions
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As a vertical shade, the droparm version with a view or a

combination of both, the Aruba is a jack of all trades

Aruba vertical shade – 
the right choice every time

Whatever the requirements and conditions, the versatile
Aruba series will get the job done. For reliable shade 
on vertical surfaces, the vertical window awning is what
you need. If you would like to take a peek onto the
street, the awning with droparm is the one to go for.
On high windows that are designed to give you some

sort of view, the Markisolette is the perfect choice.

Coupled awnings

Your best option to reliably
shade even large window
panes is to couple several
Aruba awnings to form multi-
section units. Up to four
shades can be joined to
make one unit.
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Three strong characters –
individual window awnings, attractive and eye-catching

Comfort with the remote control 

You can operate the WeiTronic Remoto
remote control to adjust shade, heating

and light from your favourite chair.
You can even adjust the light and

heating. 

Aruba Vertical

The Aruba Vertical awning 
is especially effective at
blocking out prying eyes and
glare. It is available either
with rail guides or wire
guides. Visually unobtrusive,
the wire guide version is
especially suitable for fitting
to windows. weinor’s own
slide bearing mechanism
ensures that the awning
opens and retracts securely
and especially quietly. The
flexible link prevents any
titling in blustery conditions.

Aruba Vertical Aruba Droparm Aruba Markisolette

Aruba Droparm

The Aruba Droparm awning
can be opened to allow you
to see the outside world. 
As the variable droparms can
be opened as much as 150°,
you decide how much sun
protection is needed and
how much of the view you
want to enjoy. The fabric and
technology are perfectly
protected in the cassette by
the bottom rail that is fitted
flush to the casing.

Aruba Markisolette

Ideal for high windows, 
the Aruba Markisolette
combines vertical shade in its
top section with the possi-
bility of opening the bottom
section. As a result, you can
reliably shade large glass
panes such as conservatory
windows. The arms on the
Aruba Markisolette can also
be angled to up to 150° and
extend automatically when
the awning is opened.



weinor Aruba Solar versions
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The attached shade adjusts to numerous types of windows

Aruba Solar –
elegant light protection for a pleasant climate

Elegantly shaped, the Aruba Solar provides the ideal pro-
tection. With its ingenious support brackets it is especially
suitable for shading skylights, oriels or small glass porches.

This shade is available for vertical windows, oriels and
sloping skylights with a pitch of at least 30°, and

can also be ordered as a curved unit for windows
with a sharp bend.The Aruba Solar is

available with a 
round cassette 

(Aruba Solar Round)
and square cassette 

(Aruba Solar Carré).

Elegant support brackets –
to match your style

The support brackets for the
Aruba Solar are available in
various heights and shapes.
Whether modern or classical,
they blend in harmoniously
with your living style. 
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Angled, vertical or with a bend – 
the Aruba Solar is perfect for all types of window

Arubal Solar Vertical for
vertical windows

The Aruba Solar Vertical
awning is ideally suited for all
vertical windows. To shade
adjacent window panes, two
Aruba Solar Vertical awnings
can be joined to form one
unit. This way, you can always
open and close the awnings
at the same time. The units
can also be connected in
series, of course.

Around the bend – 
the curved unit

For window
panes with hip,
such as conser-
vatories, the

Aruba Solar
curved unit is the

right option to choose. Here,
the support brackets ensure
the smooth raveling and
unraveling of the fabric. The
join between the curved and
the vertical guide section is
concealed inside the profile
space – the ideal conditions
for a harmonious overall
appearance. 

Together with the WGM series 
of conservatory awnings, the 
Aruba Solar is the ideal solution 
to extend the amount of shade 
over conservatories.

Twice the protection

The remote-controlled sensors in the
WeiTronic series give you and your
conservatory awning the protection you
need. You can open the awning auto-

matically in sunshine and retract it in rain
and blustery conditions.

Nice angle: clever 
solutions for skylights

The Aruba Solar angled unit
is especially suited to sky-
lights with a pitch of at least
30°. The maximum projection
of the angled Aruba Solar
window awning is 260 cm. 
If you are looking to shade
both sloping and vertical
areas, a combined angled 
and vertical unit is the ideal
solution for your windows.
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weinor Aruba awning versions

Superb engineering –
the Aruba series window awnings 

weinor’s meticulously engineered solutions
ensure all the awnings are safe and make life
easier. Since the components come from a
single source, they all match perfectly and
work without a hitch. But functionality is not
everything – with the right appearance, the

result is a harmonious picture.

Manoeuvrability – through
flexible connections

Manoeuvrable bottom rails
enable the sections to be
opened effortlessly. At the
same time, the flexible pro-
jection connection prevents
any tilting occurring in blus-
tery conditions. The bottom
rail has enough play to angle
itself to withstand strong
side winds.

Smoothness – thanks to
innovative sliding
support mechanism

The guide rails on the 
Aruba Vertical and Aruba
Markisolette are equipped
with a special support
mechanism – which makes
for perfectly smooth, quiet
running. The Aruba Vertical
with wire guides comes 
with a guiding and centering
mechanism that prevents 
any tilting.

Tension – strong springs
keep the fabric in place

A well-tensioned fabric is fun-
damental to the impeccable
appearance of any awning.
Strong springs inside the drop-
arms of the Aruba Droparm
and Aruba Markisolette pro-
vide the perfect amount of
tension in the arms. The Aruba
Vertical with wire guides
comes with a tensioning ele-
ment that ensures that the
cord sits tautly all the time.



An attractive finish – 
the matching valance

To give you even more design
possibilities, the Aruba Droparm
is available with a decorative
valance. Choose between four

different valance shapes!

Aruba Open – 
for sheltered areas

The Aruba Open is a window
awning without an alumini-
um canopy. It is especially
suited for assembly on areas
sheltered from the elements –
under a balcony ceiling/floor
for example. The combined
wall and ceiling bracket
makes for easy assembly. 
Available as:
• Aruba Vertical, rope guide
• Aruba Droparm

Aruba Round – modern
cassette design

The Aruba Round stands out
for its softly rounded design
and is a fitting counterpart to
a modern living style. The fab-
ric and technology are safely
housed inside the appealing
awning casing like a pearl in
its shell. The Aruba Round can
be ordered either with wire
or rail guides. Available as:
• Aruba Vertical –

rail guide/rope guide
• Aruba Droparm
• Aruba Markisolette 
• Aruba Solar – Vertical and

with arched units

Aruba Carré – the classic
cassette version

The Aruba Carré with awning
casing also lends itself to being
assembled in places exposed
to the elements. Its cassette
offers ideal protection for the
fabric and the technology.
Depending on your personal
taste, you can order the
Aruba Carré either with wire
or rail guides. Available as:
• Aruba Vertical –

rail guide/rope guide
• Aruba Droparm
• Aruba Markisolette 
• Aruba Solar – Vertical and

with arched units

Open, round or carré – 
as individual as your house

Perfect and simple fitting, even in a
wide range of different locations with
modern two-point mounting.
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Example
Droparm

Example
Droparm
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weinor Aruba quality standards

We reserve the right to make technical changes.* for an additional charge

Technical details Aruba Vertical Open Aruba Droparm Open 

Max. width 550 cm 550 cm 

Max. Unit height 240 cm

Max. Arm length 120 cm

Max. Cover length 200 cm (pitch angle 90°)
270 cm (pitch angle 150°)

Max. drop angle 150°

Crank operation yes, optional yes, optional

Motor drive yes, as standard yes, as standard

Technical details valid for the entire Aruba series

WeiTronic* remote control WeiTronic Combio-868 MA (with suitable WeiTronic hand-held control units)

Choice of materials wide selection of fabrics from the current weinor collections

47 standard RAL colours yes

Other RAL colours yes, for an additional charge (10%)

8 trendy conservatory colours yes, for an additional charge (5%)

Other structure colours yes, for an additional charge (15%)

Technical details Aruba Vertical Aruba Droparm Aruba Markisolette
(Carré and Round) with (Carré and Round) (Carré and Round)
Rail Guide/Rope Guide

Max. width 400 cm 400 cm 400 cm 
(1-piece system) (1-piece system) (1-piece system)

1000 cm 1000 cm 1000 cm 
(4-piece system) (4-piece system) (4-piece system)

Max. Unit height 260 cm 260 cm

Max. Arm length 150 cm Standard 60 cm
max. 120 cm

Max. Cover length 240 cm (pitch angle 90°, 
arm length 150 cm)
260 cm (pitch angle 150°,
arm length 120 cm)

Max. drop angle 150° 90° (to height 140 cm)
150° (from height 141 cm)

Crank operation yes, optional yes, optional yes, optional

Motor drive yes, as standard yes, as standard yes, as standard

Technical details Aruba Solar Vertical Aruba Solar bent units 
(Carré and Round) (Carré and Round) 

Dimension between axes 400 cm (1 array) 300 cm (1 array)
800 cm (2 arrays) 600 cm (2 arrays)

Unit height 260 cm

Projection 260 cm

Crank operation no no

Motor drive yes, as standard yes, as standard
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Sophisticated technology
for highest security

The wind lock safety device
of the Markisolette prevents
slipping of the arms upon
wind from beneath. The lock
safety device locks in place
even with partly opened
arms. The deviation point is
adjustable

Proven top quality 
Awning technology for the highest demands

Made in Germany – 
certified top weinor quality

The best advice from your
experts
The best way to get an idea
of how your window or your
patio roof will look with 
the Aruba is to get advice
from an expert. Our compe-
tent dealers will be happy 
to advise you, giving you
sound advice and assistance
on all technical and aesthetic
matters.

Quality is our first com-
mandment. That is why most
of our products are certified
by the German TÜV. weinor
invests a lot in the develop-
ment of new products. The
result: innovative products
made in Germany.

Longevity
We don’t cut corners on
the big or small parts:
All our small parts such

as screws, nuts and bolts
are of stainless steel so they
will last especially long. All
other parts are powder coat-
ed in an elaborate process.
This makes them impact and
scratch resistant.

We are offer the very highest quality

weinor puts a lot of emphasis on quality, from
the design and materials to workmanship,
mounting and service, so you can enjoy your
Aruba for a long time.
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Rediscover your patio

www.weinor.com

Your dealer will be happy to advise you:

Your dream patio
at any time of year

� weinor conservatories

� weinor awnings

� weinor patio roofs 
with VertiTex awning

protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain
and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and 
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
For patio roof, Glasoase®, conservatory: Let a qualified
conservatory builder explain the causes of condensation
and how it can be avoided at the planning stage. 

Important Informations:
For textile sun protection: Creases can form in the fabric
and when folding the awning cloth. That can lead to
the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen
against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in
the fabric in the areas of the seam, border and panels
can be caused by multiple layers of fabric and different
diameters of rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric
caused by this can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fish-
bone shapes). This is normal to differing degrees with
nearly all awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric
do not reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for
its purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for
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� The Glasoase® from the 
weinor world of terraces

No matter what you want to use your patio for,
weinor has the right product for you – awning, 
patio roof, Glasoase® and conservatory

As an experienced specialist, your weinor dealer 
will help you throughout the process, from
planning to completion. They will help
make your patio dreams come true 
and will support you with advice and
help. That way you stay on the safe 
side at all times. 


